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          Ready to start using solar energy today for a brighter tomorrow?        

        
           Request a free solar consultation today!        

      

      
        Talk to expert
        Get my
          free quote
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							Sunny Sky Solar succeeds in a fiercely competitive business because we sell good solar
								products, at a reasonable price, and we install it professionally. All guaranteed. Our
								products last the distance, and so do we.
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OFFICE ADDRESS
  Office Address: Level 34, 1 Eagle Street, Brisbane City, QLD 4000

         Branch Address: 155 Varsity Parade, Varsity Lakes, QLD – 4227

         Company Mailing Address: PO Box 466, Acacia Ridge, QLD, 4110 

         Phone: 1800801347 

          Fax: 0733414581

          Email: info@sunnyskysolar.com.au

        

       

CALL OUR EXPERTS ON

 1800 801 347
PRODUCTS PARTNERSHIP
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[image: Lisa]
Lisa1706150920

After speaking with many solar companies sunny sky solar was by far the best! Johnny was very informative, friendly, answered all my questions I did not feel pressured at all unlike other companies. as I am not familiar with how solar works he explained everything in thorough detail and was very comfortable with going through sunny sky.I have had the solar put in today and the installers were amazing! They kept me in the loop, what they were doing explained how everything works and set up the app for me very happy with the whole experience. I would highly reccomend sunny sky solar
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Erick1705975473

Alex's customer service was outstanding! His attention to detail and friendliness made my experience memorable. Highly recommend!



[image: Deepa Juneja]
Deepa Juneja1694220468

It was not an easy task to choose solar company as their are so many. I went with Sunny Sky Solar as Jonny was upront and honest from 1st call. Everything was so smooth from start to finish. Thanks for great service 😊
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Jie LI1690272099

Professional teamThank you Jonny provided such a professional service to help me installed the solar system. Very happy with the whole process. Feel so lucky that I made the right the decision to choose the sunny sky Solar.



[image: Gareth Howells]
Gareth Howells1689340872

Great price and top quality!Repeat customer here. Jonny and the team at Sunny Sky Solar have done a fantastic job. Jonny listened carefully to our requirements and designed the system to fit our needs and budget. The installation was done perfectly. The guys work was of the highest quality. Could not be happier. Highly recommended.
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Ann Robinson1689315564

This is our third solar installation - our first with Sunny Sky. This was so well organised, a seamless, trouble free installation. Highly recommended. Jonny just called in to see if all was ok. This is a full service solar installer with quality product
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AP1689140781

We are fortunate to find Sunny Sky Solar as we lost hope. 3 solar companies cancelled due to steep roof. We got mono split cell mono panels with Alpha ESS battery. We are Very happy with quality install and customer service. Highly recommend and best solar panel company in Brisbane. 😊
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Mi 71678846330

From enquiry to installation took no more than 2 weeks. Jonny was helpful and professional from the start to the end. Installer and electrician arrived on time to install my solar system. The entire solar system was installed within 5 hours. 6.6kw Jinko panels + Sungrow inverter. I would definitely recommend Sunny Sky Solar to anyone who requires a Solar System.
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P Jay1673305215

Thank you so much Sunny Sky Solar for my new 6.6kw installation, very pleased with the experience and highly recommend. The whole team were so helpful from the very beginning with explaining the process and giving expert advice upfront as well as answering all my questions. The installation team were amazing, so efficient and completed the job faster than my expectations and were more than helpful in explaining everything thoroughly to me. Such a quality installation with a lot of care taken, very impressed. Very appreciative and 100% recommend to anyone looking to install solar. Thank you
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Johnny Ho1663329978

5-star VIP service.  The salesperson (Jonny - not myself) is very professional.  A lot of information was provided in the briefing.  It is not just on the technical aspect.  He provided also the background of each of the suppliers of panels and inverters and explained to me which brands are better to buy because of performance/warranty.  The arrangement of installation was expeditious.  In less than 3 weeks, 2 jobs of 10kW have been completed from scratch.  The quality of the installation work is very high.  I highly recommend Sunny Sky Solar to provide your solar solution.  Thanks very much Sunny!
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Paymon Husayni1660034982

Jonny and Anna were really helpful, in every step of the process they provided great customer service and are reliable and trustworthy.
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Regina Sia1658906542

System is producing good power. Produced 32kwh today in winter. Got 6.6kw system with Hyundai and sungrow, Jonny came n showed how sungrow app works. Very happy with service
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Rob Marchant1658299096

Fantastic experience from start to finish. Anna the salesperson was extremely helpful, and Haydn the installer was friendly and did the job in a jiffy.The price for the panels was very competitive too. Highly recommend these guys.
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Sisi Ma1658219692

I m so happy with sunny sky solar. We got 10kw solar system with leapton and solis inverter. Price and customer service is good. i recommend my brother also today for same system.
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Priyal Mavani1657959599

Eventually we got our 10.36kw solar panels system after long wait. Happy n satisfy with everything. Sales staff explained everything and answered all our questions and installer were very polite n professional. They setup app on our mobile to monitor performance remotely. That makes easier to manage usage because we can see load, export and consumption data. Recommend already to our friends. Thanks for putting up efforts guys.
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Monty Bal1657202409

We got 13.2kw solar system installed with Hyundai panels and sungrow inverter. Everything was impressive from beginning to end. Customer service was excellent and installation was very highest quality. My friend is an electrician and he is also very impressed by the work. Highly recommended Sunny Sky Solar.
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Inga G1653892208

Excellent customer service, quality products and trouble free.  We could not be more pleased.  Jonny answered all of our questions and explained everything to us so clearly.  Nothing was too much trouble.  Highly recommended👍
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Anil Kumar1632881496

Very professional and pro-active. Competitive prices and very professional job. From quote to installation everything was done within a week. Highly recommend these guys.
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Parth1632224344

We install 6.6kw system with JA 390w panels and sungrow inverter. System is producing more than we expected despite some shade issues. Installer did an awesome job and set up wifi after install.
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Leena Arora1632223731

Excellent service and high quality install. In fact our neighbour is sparky and he is also very impressed with Sunny Sky Solar work.
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Esmond Seetoh1630422519

Jonny of Sunny Sky Solar and his Installation Team of Electricians and Installers have provided us with excellent pre and post-Sales Support and Additional Enquiries for our Solar System. The Onsite Team had demonstrated very coordinated and work-efficient manners to us, and we were so pleased with their job well-done that even our neighbour so-observed and mentioned that our Installations of Solar Panels could be completed so quickly. Our 10kW Fronius 3-Phase Inverter recommended by Jonny has been working very efficiently and problem-free. We have full confidence in Jonny and his Installation Team in providing frank and accurate advice, valuable discussions, and efficient solar-related services for any of our friends who wish to take full advantage of Solar Energy usage in Australia.
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Matt Howey1615493529

We had a solar system installed from True Value Solar(No more in the business) back in 2013. The inverter was broken recently and looking to replace it. I rang Sunny Solar and they provide us with great advice without any cost. Save our $800. Great work guys.
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Surya Sudrama1613701792

Once again, Anna has impressed me by her professionalism and friendliness. If you have any questions or doubts, she is always one phone call away to put your mind at ease. I installed my 1st Solar system through Sunny Sky Solar in Aug 2017. Without any hesitation, I installed my 2nd Solar system for my new house with them again in Dec 2020! The whole process was so quick and easy. Installation team was very professional and prompt! They have set the bar for their service to the highest standard! what you read on these reviews, I can totally vouch that it is true and definitely 100% guarantee that you will be satisfied with their excellent services!
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Frank Lam1613163897

The team from Sunny Sky Solar is experienced - they know the product and easy to deal with. The services and the price are both great.
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Kane Vestey1613163169

The main reason I chose Sunny Sky Solar is because of the reviews they have on here. Very professional team, they're quick to deliver, and the install is neat & tidy! I'll never have to pay for power again! Thanks guys.
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Shony Poulton1613109973

Great service..very easy to deal with and very efficient . Very impressed all round.Thanks
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김재연1604221171

"Sunny Sky Solar is the best company ever"Our solar system was installed to perfection and is producing great results! I can highly recommend Sunny Sky Solar and the team for your solar needs. Anna and Jonny were always easy to work with and came with solutions that met our needs. Thank you guys for your awesome work!!
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